
TEMPLATE

Fold on dotted line and fit on door edge 

ø 2 1/8” (54 mm)

 1 3/4” 1 9/16” 1 3/8”
 (45mm)  (40mm) (35mm)

Mark 1” (25.4mm) hole at center of door edge. 

FOR BACKSET 2-3/8” (60mm) 

FOR BACKSET 2-3/4” (70mm) 

4. INSTALL LATCH

5. STRIKE PLATE INSTALLATION

4A.   For drive in application, drive the latch into the hole on edge of door and go to step step 5.
4B.   For mortise application, insert latch into hole and trace outline of faceplate on the edge of the door.
4C. Chisel until latch face is flush with door edge. 
4D.  Drill pilot holes for plate mounting screws. Insert latch bolt and tighten screws. Curved edge of latch bolt should face in 

direction that door closes.

5A.   Close door until latch bolt touches door jamb to locate strike placement.  Mark horizontal centerline of strike parallel 
with the center of the latch bolt.

5A.   Measure one half of door thickness from doorstop and mark for the vertical centerline of strike. Drill 1” hole, 1/2” deep 
at the intersection of the horizontal and vertical centerlines.

5C.  Match screw holes on strike with centerlines on jamb. Mark outline of strike plate and chisel out until strike is flush 
with jamb. (Approx. 1/8”) 

5D. Install strike plate and tighten screws.

6. REMOVE INSIDE MOUNTING ASSEMBLY

7. INSTALL OUTSIDE KNOB OR LEVER

9. INSTALL INSIDE KNOB OR LEVER

Note : When provided with Unassembled Inside Rosette, please proceed to Step 7. 

6A.  Use handle tool (provided) to depress inside knob catch through hole of inside trim 
collar. Pull knob off of rosette/mounting plate assembly.

68.  Pull up on paper tab to separate the mounting plate from lock assembly. If the paper 
tab is missing. Refer to 6C.

6C.  Alternate-if paper tab is missing : There is a 3/8” wide space on the mounting plate. 
If the paper tab is missing, push down on trim plate in this area with screw driver to 
release trim from mounting plate.

Place outside knob or lever over the hole in the door 
face, inserting spindle through latch. Press outside 
assembly flush against door. 

Before proceeding, make sure spindle hole in the latch 
is oriented correctly. 

For keyed sets, orient key cylinder as shown. 
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8. INSTALL INTERIOR MOUNTING ASSEMBLY

Install interior mounting plate on the inside face of door.  Place machine screws into the 
holes in mounting plate, through the door, 
into the female receivers on the outside 
mounting plate and tighten securely. 

WARNING:  
Slot in mounting plate faces latch

Snap the inside trim onto the mounting plate 
(for proper fit, be sure to fit notches in the trim 
into the recesses on the mounting plate). 

See 9B if your lever set requires reversing.
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9A.  Knob:  Align lug on knob with narrow slot on side of spindle housing and push knob all the 
way in until knob catch clicks into slot on knob. 

  Lever:  Press down the lever catch in the collar hole with handle tool and push inside lever 
all the way in until catch clicks into catch slot.
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9B.  All lever sets can be changed from right hand to left hand.
To change the handing of the levers
• Insert key (entrance sets only), rotate 1/4” turn the key counter clockwise.
• Depress lever catch with the handle tool to release lever and pull lever off spindle housing.
• Replace inside lever by depressing the catch with the handle tool. Remove inside lever.
• Replace spacer on inside spindle housing
(entrance sets only) and reverse levers. (Outside lever to inside, inside lever to outside ) Push 
handles in until catch clicks. Make sure levers are retained by lever catch.




